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Abstract
In this Article, “The Paradoxical equilibrium of two physical bodies”, officially registered in Russia in the State Notary office under my
name as the visual educational object for our schoolchildren and students too, one can see the absent in the alive Nature very simple
physical model of the unusual equilibrium of two usual and simple things.

This model has the scientific value for working - out the another constructions of the same direction and may become a basement for
widen studying it in a new Part of Physics. I suppose this idea can be used in the different toys and souvenirs manufacturing, in creating the
different entertainment attractions in the city’s Parks of Cultural and rest.
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Figure 1: My physical idea of the unusual equilibrium of two physical bodies.
If two folks connect as it is seen on the picture, and then insert a match into their place of contacting and stand these “flying irons”
on the hard cover of the closed bottle or the same, we receive in a result the real picture of the unusual equilibrium of two tiny physical bodies in front of our eyes and the eyes of our very good friends and immediate relatives, colleges, Electors, Princesses, Kings
and their widen open mouths.
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